1. USE WITH SIR4SP SERIES SUBPLATES, AND CFBS1R4CVR SERIES ROUND COVERS, SOLD SEPARATELY.

2. MINIMUM CONCRETE POUR: 5.0" [127].

3. 1-1/4" ADAPTERS INCLUDE: (2) 1" REDUCERS, (2) 3/4" REDUCERS, AND (2) 1/2" REDUCERS/PLUGS.

4. PRODUCT IS cULus LISTED. COMPLIES WITH UL 514C AND CSA C22.2 NO. 85-14.

NOTES:

- CFBS1R4CUP REQUIRED FOR ALL RECESSED APPLICATIONS or CFBS1R4FFCUP REQUIRED FOR FURNITURE FEED APPLICATION, CUPS SOLD SEPARATELY.

- TEMPORARY CONCRETE COVER

- 1-1/4" ADAPTERS/PLUGS

- 2" ADAPTERS/PLUGS
CFBS1R4CUP REQUIRED FOR ALL APPLICATIONS, SOLD SEPARATELY.

* AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING COVER COLOR FINISH OPTIONS AS INDICATED BY THE CATALOG NUMBERS. ALU - BRUSHED ALUMINUM, BLK - BLACK POWDER COAT, BRS - BRUSHED BRASS, BRZ - BRONZE, GRY - GRAY POWDER COAT, NKL - SATIN NICKEL PLATED.
THE DESIGN AND DIMENSIONS OF THE PRODUCT SHOWN ON THIS DRAWING ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

CATALOG NUMBER - S1R4PTFIT & S1R4PTQUAD
WITHOUT JUNCTION BOX

CATALOG NUMBER - S1R4PTFIT & S1R4PTQUAD
WITH JUNCTION BOX

SHOWN BIRD'S EYE VIEW WITH COVER OPEN

SUB-PLATES

* AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING COVER COLOR FINISH OPTIONS AS INDICATED BY THE CATALOG NUMBERS. ALU - BRUSHED ALUMINUM, BLK - BLACK POWDER COAT, BRS - BRUSHED BRASS, BRZ - BRONZE, GRY - GRAY POWDER COAT, NKL - SATIN NICKEL PLATED.
1) ALL DIMENSIONS ARE: INCHES [MM].
2) cULus LISTED.
3) S1R4PTAVFIT & S1RPTAVFITJ ARE INTENDED FOR USE WITH S1R4FFCVRxx SERIES COVERS.
4) S1R4PTFFxx SERIES CATALOG NUMBERS INCLUDE COVERS WITH CORRESPONDING FINISH.
THE DESIGN AND DIMENSIONS OF THE PRODUCT SHOWN ON THIS DRAWING ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

1) ALL DIMENSIONS ARE: INCHES [MM].
2) cULus LISTED.
3) DESIGNED FOR USE WITH S1R4PTAVFITxx SERIES FRPTs AND CFBS1R4xx SERIES FLOOR BOXES ALONG WITH CFBS1R4FFCUP.

* AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING COVER COLOR FINISH OPTIONS AS INDICATED BY THE CATALOG NUMBERS. ALU - BRUSHED ALUMINUM, BLK - BLACK POWDER COAT, BRS - BRUSHED BRASS, BRZ - BRONZE, GRY - GRAY POWDER COAT, NKL - SATIN NICKEL PLATED.

S1R4FFCVRxx COVER